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Abstract
We review and extend our recent superfast (sublinear cost) algorithms for accurate compu-
tation of low rank approximation of a matrix.
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1. Introduction: Superfast accurate LRA – the State of the Art and our study.
Low-rank approximation (LRA) of a matrix is one of the most fundamental problems of Numerical
Linear Algebra and Data Mining and Analysis, with applications ranging from machine learning
theory and neural networks to term document data and DNA SNP data (see surveys [HMT11],
[M11], and [KS16]).
Matrices representing Big Data are so immense in size that realistically one can only access and
process a tiny fraction of their entries. Quite typically, however, they admit their LRA, that is, are
close to low rank matrices or equivalently have low numerical rank.1 This can be decisive because
one can operate with low rank matrices superfast – by using sublinear arithmetic time and memory
space, that is, by using much fewer flops and memory cells than an input matrix has entries.
Can, however, one compute accurate LRA superfast? Adversary argument shows that every
superfast algorithm fails already on a small family of matrices filled with 0s except for a single
entry filled with 1 (see Appendix B), but as we showed in [PLSZ16] and [PLSZ17] some specified
superfast algorithms compute accurate LRA of all matrices admitting LRA except for a rather
narrow subclass.2 We are going to revisit and to extend that study.
1We use such concepts as “low”, “small”, “nearby”, etc. defined in context.
2Likewise superfast correctness verification is possible under some additional input information or assumptions on
the input, although not for the worst case input and not even for the small input family of Appendix B.
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2. Randomized accurate LRA. In [PLSZ16] and [PLSZ17] we rely on an algorithm from
[TYUC17], where [CW09, Theorems 4.7 and 4.8] are cited as the source.3 The algorithm reduces
the computation of LRA of a fixed m×n matrixM of numerical rank ρ to the computation of LRA
of a k× l auxiliary matrix FMH for any pair of integers k and l such that ρ ≤ k ≤ m and ρ ≤ l ≤ n
and for random multipliers F of size k ×m and H of size n× l.
Based on the known techniques of random subspace sampling (cf. [HMT11]) Tropp et al. proved
in [TYUC17] that with a high probability (hereafter whp) the expected value of the Frobenius error
norm of the computed LRA of M stays within a factor of kl(k−l)(l−ρ) from its minimum provided
that F and H are standard Gaussian (aka normal) random matrices; this factor is close to 1 for
k ≫ l ≫ ρ.4 Similar results, with a little smaller upper bound on the error probability and under
lower bounds of order r log(r) on k and l, have been proved in the case where the multipliers F
and H are SHRT or SFRT matrices (that is, the matrices of subsampled Hadamard or Fourier
randomized transforms). For k ≪ m and/or l ≪ n the matrix FMH has small size such that the
known algorithms compute its LRA superfast. The computation of this matrix, however, is not
superfast in the cases of Gaussian, SRHT and SRFT matrices.
3. Dual superfast accurate LRA. In [PLSZ16] and [PLSZ17] we considered the latter
approach primal and studied its dual variation where the multipliers F and H are fixed and an
input matrix M admitting LRA is random.5 Then we proved that the computed LRA is accurate
whp for any pair of orthogonal or well-conditioned multipliers F and H. In [PLSZ16] and [PLSZ17]
we described some classes of sparse multipliers with which the LRA algorithms are superfast and
proposed some policies of their successive application which increased the probability of computing
accurate LRA of random inputs. We observe good accordance of this formal study with the results
of our extensive tests on real world matrices, including some test matrices from [HMT11].
4. Generation of sparse multipliers. Next we recall and extend a particular family of
sparse multipliers in [PLSZ16] and [PLSZ17] defined by means of abridging the classical recursive
processes of the generation of n × n SRHT and SRFT matrices in k = log2(n) recursive steps for
n = 2k. The processes begin with the sparse matrix
(
I I
I −I
)
for the n2 ×
n
2 identity matrix I = In/2
and recursively fill it with nonzero entries. In k steps it becomes dense, and after random unitary
diagonal scaling its submatrix made up of a fixed smaller number of random columns or rows turns
into SRHT or SRFT multiplier. With such a multiplier accurate LRA of any matrix M admitting
LRA is output whp, but in all our extensive tests the output remained as accurate when we used
instead abridged SRHT or SRFT multipliers computed in at most three recursive steps.
Similarly a square Gaussian matrix has been decomposed in [PLSZ16], [PLSZ17] into the prod-
uct of random bidiagonal and random permutation matrices, and then a rectangular multiplier has
been obtained from it by means of row or column sampling.
Alternatively, in the spirit of [HMT11, Remark 4.6], we can compute QR orthogonalization to
any n×n matrix G, thus decomposing it into the product G = Q1Q2 · · ·QsR where Q1, Q2, . . . , Qs
are sparse orthogonal matrices of Givens rotations or Householder transforms and R is a right
(upper) triangular matrix. Then the input matrix M can be multiplied by a matrix F or H
obtained by abridging a partial product Pi = Q1Q2 · · ·Qi for i ≤ s. Here the multipliers F and H
are made of a fixed number of the first rows or columns of Pi, respectively. One can combine such
preprocessing with using diagonal scaling and random permutations.
3The algorithms and estimates of [CW09, Theorems 4.7 and 4.8] use Rademacher (rather than Gaussian) matrices.
4Hereafter we call such matrices Gaussian and write “≫” for “much greater than” and “≪” for “much smaller
than”.
5We assume that in a customary representation (0.3) of a matrix M admitting its LRA one or both of the matrices
U and V are Gaussian and the other one or two factors are well-conditioned matrices of full rank; in that case with
no loss of generality we can assume that the factor T is a diagonal matrix.
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5. Three-factor LRA. Before proceeding any further we formalize the computation of LRA.
Recall that an m× n matrix M˜ has rank at most ρ, rank(M˜ ) ≤ ρ, if
M˜ = XY, X ∈ Cm×ρ, and Y ∈ Cρ×n. (0.1)
Likewise an m×n matrix M has numerical rank at most ρ, nrank(M) ≤ ρ, if it admits its close
approximation by a matrix M˜ of rank at most ρ or equivalently if there exist three matrices X, Y
and E such that
M = XY +E where E ≈ O, X ∈ Cm×ρ, and Y ∈ Cρ×n. (0.2)
We naturally generalize such a 2-factor LRA XY of M to 3-factor LRA
M˜ = UTV + E, where E ≈ O, U ∈ Cm×k, T ∈ Ck×l, V ∈ Cl×n, (0.3)
ρ ≤ k ≤ m, ρ ≤ l ≤ n, and matrices U , T , and V may have full rank exceeding ρ.
As a special case of a 3-factor LRA UTV of (0.3) for k = l and T = Ik we obtain a 2-factor
LRA, which satisfies (0.2) for k = ρ. Moreover the pairs of maps UT → X and V → Y as well as
U → X and TV → Y turn a 3-factor LRA UTV of (0.3) into a 2-factor LRA XY .
6. SVD and its truncation. M = UMΣMV
∗
M is Compact Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) of a matrix M of rank ρ for two orthogonal matrices of its left and right singular vectors
UM ∈ C
m×ρ and VM ∈ C
n×ρ, respectively, and the diagonal matrix of its singular values ΣM =
diag(σj(M))
r
j=1 such that σ1(M) ≥ σ2(M) ≥ · · · ≥ σρ(M) > 0. The matrix M
+ = VMΣ
−1
M U
∗
M is
the Moore–Penrose pseudo inverse of M , M+ =M−1 for a nonsingular matrix M .
An important 3-factor LRA of M is given by the ρ-truncation of its SVD, obtained by means
of keeping ρ top (that is, largest) singular values of M and setting to 0 all the other ones, thus
transforming SVD of M into its top SVD and minimizing both spectral and Frobenius norms ||E||
and ||E||F of the error matrix E of rank-ρ approximation of M .
Lemma 0.1. (The minimal error norm for an LRA: [GL13, Theorem 2.4.8].) For a matrix M and
a positive integer ρ, the ρ-truncation of SVD of Mρ = UTV with T = diag(σj(M))
ρ
j=1 denoting
a diagonal matrix filled with the ρ top singular values of M in nonincreasing order, is a closest
rank-ρ approximation of M under both spectral and Frobenius norms,
||Mρ −M || = σρ+1(M) and τ
2
ρ+1(M) := ||Mρ −M ||
2
F =
∑
j≥ρ
σ2j (M),
or in a unified way
˜ρ+ 1(M) := |Mρ −M | = min
N : rank(N)=ρ
|M −N |.
Lemma 0.2. (The impact of a perturbation of a matrix on its singular values: [GL13, Corollary
8.6.2].) For m ≥ n and a pair of m× n matrices M and M + E it holds that
|σj(M + E)− σj(M)| ≤ ||E|| for j = 1, . . . , n.
The estimates of the following theorem imply that the top SVD of a matrix M is stable in its
perturbation within 0.2(σρ(M) − σρ+1(M)); the estimates are more explicit than those by Davis-
Kahan 1972 and Wedin 1973, which involve angles between singular spaces.
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Theorem 0.1. (The impact of a perturbation of a matrix on its top singular vectors. [GL13,
Theorem 8.6.5].) Suppose that
g =: σρ(M)− σρ+1(M) > 0 and ||E||F ≤ 0.2g.
Then, for the left and right singular spaces associated with the r largest singular values of the
matrices M and M+E, there exist orthogonal matrix bases Bρ,left(M), Bρ,right(M), Bρ,left(M+E),
and Bρ,right(M + E) such that
max{||Bρ,left(M + E)−Bρ,left(M)||F , ||Bρ,right(M + E)−Bρ,right(M)||F } ≤ 4
||E||F
g
.
For example, if σρ(M) ≥ 2σρ+1(M), which implies that g ≥ 0.5 σρ(M), and if ||E||F ≤
0.1 σρ(M), then the upper bound on the right-hand side is approximately 8||E||F /σρ(M).
7. CUR LRA. CUR LRA is another important 3-factor LRA, highly popular and particu-
larly memory efficient (see [GTZ97], [GE96], [P00], [DMM08], [BW17], [OZ18], and the references
therein). In this case we seek LRA M ′ ≈ M in the form of CUR where R and C are two subma-
trices of M made up of its fixed or random sets of k rows and l columns, respectively, and U is an
l × k matrix.
In a popular option (cf. [DMM08]), which we call canonical CUR LRA, we define a nucleus U as
follows: first define a CUR generator G made up of the kl common entries of the factors C and R of
CUR, then compute the ρ-truncation Gρ of its SVD, and finally let U be the Moore–Penrose pseudo
inverse G+ρ . In this case we only need to fix two index sets that define the submatrices G, C and
R, and then to compute the nucleus U by using about kl memory cells and either O(klmin{k, l})
flops deterministically or O(kl log(min{k, l})) flops whp. In particular U = G−1 if k = l = ρ and if
G is a nonsingular submatrix of M .
Theorem 0.2. For a canonical CUR LRAM ′ it holds that (i)M = CG+R if and only if rank(G) =
rank(M) = ρ > 0, and (ii) M ′ ≈M if and only if nrank(G) = nrank(M).
Proof. Readily verify claim (i). See a proof of claim (ii) in [PLSZ16], [PLSZ17].
Suppose that we are given a rank-ρ truncation M ′ of SVD of a matrix M defining its LRA.
Then by virtue of claim (i) we can rewrite this LRA as a canonical CUR decomposition M ′ = CUR
for U = G−1 as soon as we find a nonsingular ρ × ρ submatrix G of the LRA M ′. In [PLSZ17,
Appendix D.2] such a submatrix, computed superfast, has the norm ||G−1|| within a small factor
from its minimum value 1/σρ(M).
8. The size of LRA versus its accuracy. The algorithms of [TYUC17], [PLSZ16] and
[PLSZ17] output LRA XY ≈ M for M ∈ Cm×n, X ∈ Cm×l and Y ∈ Cm×ρ, where high output
accuracy is ensured for an appropriate choice of integers k and/or l greatly exceeding the numerical
rank ρ = nrank(M). Such an increase of the size of LRA is undesirable, but the size can be
decreased to its minimum at the price of a mild increase of the output error norm bound. Namely,
according to [TYUC17, Proposition 6.1],
||(XY )ρ −M ||F ≤ τρ+1(M) + 2||XY −M ||F (0.4)
for any LRA of (0.2) and τr+1(M) of Lemma 0.1.
Computation of SVD of M involves at least order of mnmin{m,n} flops; one can extend the
randomized LRA algorithms in [HMT11] with SRHT and SRFT multipliers to the computation of
the ρ-truncationMρ whp by using O(mn log(ρ)) flops. Furthermore given any 3-factor LRA of (0.3)
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for ρ ≤ min{k, l} and k ≪ m or l≪ n, Algorithm A.1 in Appendix A computes the ρ-truncation of
its SVD superfast, thus obtaining rank-ρ approximation with only minor sacrifice in error bound.
If a computed LRA M˜ is too crude, one can try to refine it yb computing LRA anew with some
alternative sparse multipliers, but here are some recipes for the refinement that use a computed
crude LRA M˜ = UTV . In the first two recipes we assume that this crude LRA is reasonably
accurate so that the top SVD of LRA is close to that of an input matrix (see Lemma 0.2 and
Theorem 0.1).
(i) Suppose that we have computed SVD M˜ = UM˜ΣM˜V
∗
M˜
and have applied the algorithm of
[TYUC17] with no randomization, by choosing the multipliers F = U∗
M˜
and H = V¯M˜ . Then by
extending the analysis of [HMT11, Section 10] we can prove that both spectral and Frobenius norms
of the output error matrix are bounded by some values close to 2σ˜ρ+1(M).
These orthogonal multipliers F and H are not sparse, and so the algorithm is not superfast,
but we can replace them by sparse orthogonal ones according to a recipe of section 4.
(ii) The random subspace sampling algorithms of Drineas et al. [DMM08] and of various
subsequent papers (see [KS16], [BW17], and the references therein) compute accurate LRA of a
matrix M superfast whp provided that its top SVD is available.6 The top SVD of LRA M˜ can
serve instead of the top SVD of an input matrix M as long as these top SVDs are close enough to
one another.
(iii) Even if the top SVD of an LRA M˜ is not close to that of M , we can apply iterative
refinement of an LRA as follows:
(a) compute the rank-ρ truncation M˜ρ of SVD of a given LRA M˜ of an input matrix M ;
(b) compute a rank-2ρ approximation ∆ of the matrix M − M˜ρ (notice that nrank(M − M˜ρ) ≤
nrank(M) + rank(M˜ρ) ≤ 2ρ);
(c) compute the rank-ρ truncation (∆ + M˜)ρ of the SVD of the matrix ∆ + M˜ .
Stages (a) and (c) can be performed superfast because their inputs have small size. At stage
(b) we can apply any superfast algorithm for LRA and should extend the classical techniques of
iterative refinement (cf. [H02], [S98]). In particular if we have computed M˜ by applying superfast
dual variant of the algorithm of [TYUC17], then we can reuse the multipliers F and H involved
in it, but we should compute the product F (M − M˜ρ)H with higher precision in order to decrease
the output error of stage (a). We can do this because M˜ρ ≈ M˜ ≈M and so ||M − M˜ρ|| ≪ ||M ||.
One can recursively repeat stages (a)–(c) hoping that (∆+M˜)ρ →Mρ. Recall that if (∆+M˜)ρ
becomes a random matrix of rank ρ, then LRA algorithms applied to it should output an accurate
LRA of a matrix M whp (cf. [PLSZ16] and [PLSZ17]).
9. Homotopy continuation technique. In the proposed recipes (i) and (ii) for iterative
refinement we assume that LRA M˜ is close to a matrix M , and clearly recipe (iii) is most effective
where M˜ is close to M . Thus one can apply these recipes more efficiently by using homotopy
continuation technique, that is, by applying the recipes recursively to the pairs of matrices Mi and
M˜i for i = 0, 1, . . . where M0 = M˜ , Mi+1 = Mi + si(M −Mi), si are sufficiently small positive
scalars, i = 0, 1, . . . , and M˜i for a positive i is the LRA of the matrix Mi−1 computed according
to the selected recipe (i), (ii) or (iii). In order to choose a scalar si one may first estimate or guess
the error norm ||M −Mi|| and then choose the maximal si for which Lemma 0.2 and Theorem 0.1
enable us to control the errors of the current refinement iteration.
Appendix
6In this case the algorithm can superfast compute so called leverage scores, which then serve as sampling proba-
bilities defining superfast random subspace sampling.
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A Transition from an LRA to top SVD
Algorithm A.1. (Transition from an LRA to the Top SVD, [HMT11, Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2].)
Input: Four matrices A ∈ Cm×l, W ∈ Cl×k, B ∈ Ck×n, and M ∈ Cm×n such that
M = AWB+E, ||E|| = O(σ˜r+1), r ≤ min{k, l}, k ≪ m, and l ≪ n for σ˜r+1 of Lemma 0.1.
Output: Three matrices U ∈ Cm×r (orthogonal), Σ ∈ Cr×r (diagonal), and V ∗ ∈ Cr×n (orthogo-
nal) such that M = UΣV ∗ + E′ for ||E′|| = O(σ˜r+1).
Computations: 1. Compute QRP rank-revealing factorization of the matrices A and B:
A = (Q | Em,l−r)RP and B = P
′R′
(
Q′
Ek−r,n
)
where Q ∈ Cm×r, Q′ ∈ Cr×n and ||Em,l−r||+ ||Ek−r,n|| = O(σ˜r+1) (cf. [GE96]). Substi-
tute the expressions for A and B into the matrix equation M = AWB + E and obtain
M = QXQ′ + E′ where X = RPWP ′R′ ∈ Cr×r and ||E′|| = O(σ˜r+1).
2. Compute SVD X = U¯ΣV¯ ∗. Output the r × r diagonal matrix Σ.
3. Compute and output the orthogonal matrices U = QU¯ and V ∗ = V¯ ∗Q′.
This algorithm uses ml + lk + kn memory cells and O(ml2 + nk2) flops.
B Two Small Families of Hard Inputs for Sublinear Cost LRA
Example B.1. Define δ-matrices of rank 1 filled with zeros except for a single entry filled with 1.
There are exactly mn such m× n matrices, e.g., four matrices of size 2× 2:(
1 0
0 0
)
,
(
0 1
0 0
)
,
(
0 0
1 0
)
,
(
0 0
0 1
)
.
The output matrix of any sublinear cost algorithm approximates nearly 50% of all these matrices
as poorly as the matrix filled with the values 1/2 does. Indeed any superfast algorithm only depends
on a small subset of all mn input entries, and so its output is invariant in the input values at all
the other entries. In contrast nearly mn pairs of δ-matrices vary on these entries by 1. The
approximation by a single value is off by at least 1/2 for one or both of the matrices of such a pair,
that is, it is off at least as much as the approximation by the matrix filled with the values 1/2.
Likewise if a superfast LRA algorithm is randomized and accesses an input entry with a probability
p, then with probability 1 − p it approximates some δ-matrix with an error at least 1/2 at that
entry.
Furthermore if a superfast algorithm has been applied to a perturbed δ-matrix W and only
accesses its nearly vanishing entries, then it would optimize LRA over the class of nearly vanishing
matrices and would never detect its failure to approximate the only entry of the matrix W close to
1.
Example B.2. δ-matrices are sparse, but subtract the rank-1 matrix filled with 1/2 from every
δ-matrix and obtain a family of dense matrices of rank 2 that are not close to sparse matrices, but
similarly to Example B.1, LRA of this family computed by any superfast algorithm is at best within
1/2, that is, no better than by the trivial matrix filled with zeros.
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